* Sharing architectural knowledge in the context of service-oriented architectures (SOA) or Engineering (MDE)
* Architectural knowledge in Global Software Engineering
* Communicating architectural knowledge in open and closed communities
* Architectural knowledge for requirements engineering
* Traceability between requirements, architectural design decisions and architectural solution architectures
* Architectural knowledge in the process of architecting
* Emerging technologies supporting knowledge sharing
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Guidelines for Submission

-------------------------------
We are soliciting papers in three distinct categories:
1) future trend papers, describing ongoing research, new results, and future trends (maxim
2) research papers describing innovative and significant original research in the field (maxi
3) industrial papers describing industrial experience, case studies, challenges, problems and

A special kind of industrial paper submission is an example of a document that shares some
knowledge, together with an evaluation of it or a description of the techniques that it uses.

Please submit your paper online at the ICSE cyberchair site. Submissions should be original.
Each submitted paper will undergo a rigorous review process by three members of the Prog
types of papers must conform to the ICSE submission format and guidelines. All accepted
IEEE Digital Library.

Special Issue

------------------------
Authors of selected papers will be invited to submit their papers to the Journal of Systems :
www.elsevier.com/locate/jss.